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APAC is a
collaborative effort
between
Children's Aid Society
and the
Alabama Department
of Human Resources
to provide education
and supportive services
to strengthen
and empower
Alabama's
adoptive families.
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Success in Adoption
It only takes a few moments of surfing the
internet to see that there are countless
definitions of success. Some of these
definitions have to do with the acquisition
of wealth, knowledge, or career
advancement. To us, success is more about
helping someone in need.
Have we been successful in
our adoption experience?
We would say yes, for
several reasons. To us,
adoption is a calling. It is not
for the faint of heart or
mind, and is certainly not
something that is done just
because everyone else is
doing it. It can often be
mentally and physically
draining, but at the end of
the day, it is not about us. It
is about making a lifelong commitment
to a child, or group of children, to be
there and love them no matter what.
Successful adoption happens when you
understand that you are making a
difference by providing opportunities
that may not have otherwise been
available. Through our adoption of two
sibling groups, we have seen transition and
growth. We have seen children who have
gone further than anyone would have
dreamed. We have children who are
accomplished academically and athletically.
Has it been easy? Nothing of value is easily
accomplished. It is a part of daily living.
Each day is unlike another because the
needs of each child are unique. We strive
to do our best in each situation. With some

of our children, it is baby steps. But with
each step, however large or small, we
continue to move forward. That is our
measure of success. We focus on
achievements.
One of our children recently
graduated from high school,
joined the Navy and has now
completed basic training. One
obtained a driver’s license and
was his middle school track
champion. One took the ACT
and scored an 18. You might
not consider that a
very high score, but it
is if you are only 12
years old! This is what
success in adoption is
- celebrating victories
great and small. Are
we perfect parents?
No, but there are no
perfect parents.

We are parents who
want to make a
difference in helping a child identify and
reach their full potential, so that they can
be positive, productive adults. What you
do as an adoptive parent not only affects
your adoptive children, but their children
and their children’s children. Our story and
our success continue because tomorrow is
a new day with new challenges and
adventures. Our story does not end.
- Lynne and Santiago Class
Adoptive Parents
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A note from the Director
Sitting in my Aunt Jane’s and Uncle Bruce’s home in
South Alabama, my eyes land on a pillow placed on
a side chair. The pillow was handmade by my
cousin , Lisa, as a gift to her parents. In the middle
of the pillow is written:
“FAMILY /fam-i-ly/ n.
a. Two or more people who share goals and values,
have long-term commitments to one another.
a child identify and reach their full potential, so
b. A group of persons sharing common ancestry.” they can be positive, productive adults.” An older
teen’s perspective speaks of the positive impact
Although (b) is true for many families, it seems that adoption had on her life – “It gave me a sense of
(a) is the definition of family I would hope all get to purpose and belonging, to have people who loved
experience – that of sharing goals and values and
and supported me more than I did myself. I was
having a long-term commitment to one another.
motivated to make choices that made me and my
While I have the good fortune to have both, not all parents proud.”
families sharing common ancestry share goals and
values and long-term commitments to one another. In November, Governor Bentley signed a
Families formed through adoption get to
proclamation recognizing National Adoption
experience (a).
Month. Let us continue throughout the year to
recognize and celebrate families formed through
This issue of APAC’s newsletter shares what
adoption as “(a) Two or more people who share
successful adoptions look like from the
goals and values, have long-term commitments to
perspectives of adoptive parents, adopted children, one another.”
and some of the professionals that work with these
families. One parent’s view on successful adoption Debra Hawk Finley, MEd, MSW, LCSW, PIP
is “celebrating victories great and small,” “helping APAC Program Director

Permanency
Conference
April 6-8, 2016
*A conference for adoption professionals working with DHR.

Find us on social media:
Twitter@childrensaidorg | Facebook/childrensaid | Instagram/childrensaid
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Success in Adoption– From a
Child's PERSPECTIVE
Success is not defined by the circumstances in
which one is born, but the amount of effort
one is willing to put forth in order to thrive
and by having those surrounding you provide
positive reinforcement.

Based on the findings of the Congressional Coalition on Adoption Institute, there are 397,122
children in foster care; less than 4% are eligible
for adoption. This means these children will
face years of countless foster home facilities.
Being a former foster child myself, I am familiar with the ever changing lifestyle so many of these
children will face. It takes a toll on human morale. It is an arduous process and a fate, statistics
show, that produce thousands of juveniles that fall into gangs, prostitution, drugs, and unfortunately death. Of these, there is a large percentage that are never adopted and left in foster care.
In my own experience, I have faced turmoil in many forms. I lost my father early in life to a senseless murder.
My biological mother struggled with drug addiction, which ultimately resulted in me and my siblings’ placement into foster care. It broke my heart to realize that I would never have a father to
walk me down the aisle, or a mother to shower on Mother's Day. Being adopted changed all of
that. It impacted my life so positively, that I could never thank my parents enough. It gave me a
sense of purpose and belonging, to have people who loved and supported me more than I did
myself. I was motivated to make choices that made me and my parents proud. More than anything, it motivated me to succeed in life so my own children would someday be inspired to do
the same. Had I been left in the foster care system, there is no doubt
that I would have taken a broken path. Failure does not have to be the
outcome of today's fostered youth. The termination of these statistics
begins with the positive influences that come from loving, compassionate, hardworking people that foster and adopt children like me.
- Siidnee Class
Class Family Adopted Child
The Class family was chosen this year to be the featured
Alabama family and share their unique story in the
AdoptUSKids website. Their article, “Starting a Second
Family,” was featured in the family stories section. AdoptUSKids offers the only federally funded national photolisting of children and youth in United States foster care who are available for
adoption. Find out more information about AdoptUSKids and read the Class Family article on the
website:
www.adoptuskids.org/join-the-conversation/real-foster-care-and-adoption-stories/families
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THE Journey to Success
My dream as a child was to have a big family, just as
my husband and my family. However, after my second pregnancy, a heart condition was found. One
doctor said pregnancy was usually tolerable and another doctor told me, “you know, you have one of
each, so maybe you should count your blessings and
be done.” So we decided to count our blessings.

it was after.
Every single
bad day was
an opportunity for
Antonio to
grow closer
to us. It
Providentially, my cousin and I were sitting at lunch meant hugs,
one day a few years later chatting about her church crying
having adoption Sunday and how they were beginspells, long talks, feelings shared. When he tested
ning adoption classes. I knew right then that a door us, it was a chance for us to prove to him, yes, we
had been opened for our family, and jumped into the are still here; no, we are not sending you back.
exciting journey. We were contacted twice prior to
being matched with Antonio, but did not have peace Antonio moved into our home in November and by
about those matches. So, when Antonio’s case study the end of April, of the following year, he was adoptcame to us only mentioning behavior and defiance- ed at the age of 11, almost 12. After his adoption,
related issues, there was no reason for us to say no there was about a six month period of severe behavto welcoming him into our family. However, glaring iors where he’d have about two major tantrums a
on the page was fact that we would be his 16th
month. Not saying he’s been an angel ever since, but
placement! Nevertheless, we prayed and had peace the major, disruptive, we-can’t-handle-this type of
that God had cho- behaviors have subsided. APAC’s services have been
sen this child for
instrumental in our success during this transition,
our family. We
especially having someone to talk us through ways
were able to acto improve the relationship with our boys and the
cept that through
behaviors we were experiencing; how to stay “close
love and healing,
and hot” during the tantrums. They were an amazthe child on paper ing asset and we can’t imagine getting through
wouldn’t be the
those early months without them. We also utilized
child that we would the resource library and the Adoptive Family Group
have after he is
Book Club. In addition, we networked with other
loved, after he be- adoptive families and maintained support from our
gan some healing, friends from the adoption class through contact
and after he felt
with an online Facebook group.
safe and secure in a
loving home.
Through faith, love, healing, and much prayer, I wish
you could meet my son today. He is incredibly sweet,
Yes there were
smart, talented, strong, loyal, determined, witty, fun
some difficult days -loving and handsome. I couldn’t be prouder of him
with some chalfor all he’s accomplished. We are not a blessing to
lenging behaviors, him; he is a blessing to us, and we are so thankful.
but it was in the
Adoption is just another birth, and we are looking
defiance, yelling,
forward to one day adopting again!
door-slamming
tantrums that we
- Amanda Berkstresser
Lynne and Santiago Class
bonded - or maybe
Adoptive Mom
Adoptive Parents

Successful
adoption happens
when you
understand that
you are making a
difference by
providing
opportunities
that may not
have
otherwise been
available.
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Join us for 4 days of fun,
Excitement and outdoor adventure
Designed for adopted kids ages 9-18,
Along with their siblings!

Registration opens online January 15

Change a Life Through Adoption
visit our website: www.childrensaid.org/apac/adoption

Upcoming Orientations: Birmingham and Dothan

December 14
APAC needs your help recruiting families
for Alabama’s “Waiting Children.”
If you would be willing to help, for example, adoptive families who are willing to be
interviewed to share their story, or being
one of our event speakers,
please contact us.

1-866-ALKIDS
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APAC Resource Library
is now online!
Visit our website or drop by our local APAC office to
browse the vast collection of resources,
or call our library directly to reserve items by phone.

Request free online access!

APAC
Webinars

For more details contact our library

www.childrensaid.org/apaclibrary

1-800-489-1886

Recommended Reading

We Equip You
Where You Are!
No need to leave your home or
office! If you have internet access,
you can join our live webinars and
receive Social Work, Counseling, and
Foster Parent continuing
education credits!

Upcoming Live
Webinar Events:

January 20 - Preserving
Visit our website, call or
drop by our offices to
find these resources and
more! Our family support
workers are available to
connect you and your
family with the free
books, DVDs, and online
webinars necessary to
help and support your
adoptive or foster
family!

and Embracing a Child’s
Story

February 18 - Adoption
and Schools

March 17 - Coaching
the Hurt Child

April (Date TBA) - TraumaRelated Disorders

For further details and registration information, go to

www.childrensaid.org/apac
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counselors corner
EVERYDAY SUCCESSES FOR THE FAMILY
In working with adoptive families for the past 9 years I
have learned a lot. I have learned a lot about myself,
learned a lot professionally, and learned a lot about
adoption. The biggest thing I have discovered and come
to love about the families I work with is that being a
“successful adoptive family” means different things for
each family.
Success for one family is having one day without their 10
year old being aggressive with the mother. Success for
another family is not having to place their child in a psychiatric hospital in the past year. Another family defines
success in that the parent is better able to manage their
own stress and that the family is able to function better as a whole because of the daily intentional decisions
this mother has made in managing her own stress and taking care of her needs.

“This is what
success in
adoption is...
celebrating
Victories
great
AND small.”
Lynne and Santiago Class
Adoptive Parents
(cover story)

What is not helpful in defining success is to compare your family to other people’s
families; to go on Facebook and look at people’s “edited life” and think that is what
your family needs to look like to be successful. Success can happen in the little moments of connection with each other. It can be going to the supermarket without having a meltdown (your child or yourself). If we keep comparing our stories to others,
our families to others, our kids to others, then we will never be able to see all the success that is happening in everyday life.
It seems like in our society, we are constantly looking at things that are not going well
or where we are not being successful. I challenge you to write down something successful that has happened each day. You’ll be surprised to look back and see all of the
things you might not have noticed before, and to see where success is happening.
- Jill Sexton, M.Ed, LPC
APAC Clinical Coordinator & Family Counselor

The APAC staff met for the 13th annual planning retreat in
November! A total of 24 staff gathered together for a few
days to plan and discuss the upcoming events for 2016! Be
sure to check out our website, www.childrensaid.org/apac
for information on our 2016 calendar events.

Mark your calendars:
Permanency Conference, April 6-8, 2016
Camp APAC, June 13-17, 2016
Trained Therapist Network Seminar, July 2016
Webinars held monthly

APAC All-Staff PLANNING RETREAT 2015
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What I Wish I Had known when my
daughter was placed in my home...
1.

I should have shifted my parenting paradigm
(thinking) ASAP. A lot of the struggles that my
daughter and I had could have been prevented. What
this meant was I had to realize that though I was glad
to have my daughter, and I so wanted her to have
this amazing new life, it was not going to happen the
way I had planned in my head.

2.

Having my own therapist for a period of time, who
was focused totally on what I was dealing with, was
the best advice I ever followed through on. It
changed our lives.

3.

The life I’m about to provide can be so foreign to my daughter. The stability I was trained to provide can
actually be overwhelming and can also cause negative behaviors for a while.

4.

Rejection is rejection no matter how much love you think you’re wrapping it in. Simple things like “no you
can’t have that,” or “wait a minute I’m talking to someone,” translated into “someone else is more important than I am and you’re not giving me what I thought I would get from adoption.” My daughter, like
most of our children from foster care, can have an unrealistic view of what adoption will mean because
they spent their entire foster care experience dreaming of the things they would get to have that other
children did. Never does it cross their minds that to live in a family and be loved not only means you get a
better life but that life is not always good or easy. There are hard days, and it doesn’t go your way every
day.

5.

Though we are trained to approach our children in a very non-traditional but supportive way, it is key that
we don’t forget to explain to them how the outside world works. If we don’t, we can still leave them unequipped to handle the world they will be forced to live in one day.

6.

Learn to be ok with the fact that my child has not done some of the typical life milestones as other teens
her age. In fact, some of our children may not even be thinking about the typical life milestones until a peer
brings it to their attention. However we must be honest enough as parents to help them and to prepare
them for those experiences.

7.

Sometimes what we want to give our children is not what’s best for them. It may be too much for them to
manage at that time, i.e. full freedom of being a teenager, responsibility of the average teen, iPhone, or
even a large room with walk in closets. Take the time to learn
your child and what they truly can handle. There is nothing wrong
with gradually introducing these things once they have shown
they are ready to handle it, emotionally and responsibly. PS- This
will make you look like the strict and mean parent sometimes to
your friends but always remember your child’s future is at stake,
and you will not always be around for them. Don’t fall for the parent peer-pressure!
- Leslie Hales, LCSW PIP is the APAC Pre Adoption Coordinator.
She is also an adoptive mom.
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Adoptive Family Groups
APAC offers support groups that meet throughout the state, providing
education and social interaction for adoptive parents and their children.

National Adoption Month
Celebrations
Mobile County Probate Court Judge
Davis installed a
public display wall
recognizing the
many available
adoption support
organizations in
Mobile County.
APAC services, together with DHR, Heart Gallery and
other organizations are on display for newly adoptive
families to see as they exit the court room on their special “gotcha” day.
Shelby County DHR held their annual adoption celebration event, in November, honoring adoption workers
and families. Among the guest presenters, was Leslie
Hales, our APAC Pre-Adoption Coordinator.
Montgomery County
DHR together with
APAC, hosted an adoption celebration for
families in Montgomery
in November during the
Adoptive Family Group.
Parents and children
created a unique art
painting celebrating the
family.

*All groups have parent
sessions, child groups,
and childcare unless
otherwise indicated.
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Alabama’s Waiting Children
Jason, born November 2000, loves to draw and make things for his
siblings. He is extremely attached to his four other siblings and will need to
continue to have a close relationship with them. He is a sweet natured
child and is eager to please. He likes to spend time alone and is often quiet,
although he really loves one-on-one interaction.

Alex, born November 2001, is the second oldest in this sibling group.
Alex loves to draw and is a very good artist. He loves to play games on his
Nintendo DS. He is very eager to please and has a pleasant and funny
personality. Alex enjoys outdoors and going on special outings. One-onone attention is also important for him, and he likes to be heard and
noticed in a group. He also has close relationships with his siblings.
Alex and Jason will need a patient and firm two-parent family. They both desire a lot of love and will
flourish with a strong male role model.

Skye, born June 2000, loves animals, photography, and creative
writing. She also enjoys getting her nails done and going shopping.
Skye is a very talented poet and writer, and she loves to make crafts.
She also volunteers at an animal shelter. Skye is very compassionate.
She’s also motivated to become successful; she recently started a
photography club at school with hopes of inspiring others through her
photos . Skye enjoys spending time with her other siblings. She would
like to maintain contact with important people in her life, including
her birth parents. She prefers a loving family with other children her
age.

Savannah, born September 2004, loves animals and watching
movies. She can be shy until she gets to know someone. Savannah is caring, funny, and kind
hearted. Savannah enjoys visiting with her other siblings and would like to maintain that contact in
the future. Savannah would prefer a loving family with no additional children other than her sister.

Visit www.heartgalleryalabama.com
to meet more kids waiting to be adopted or
to inquire about any of the kids you see here.
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Tireyal, born in March 2001, has a diagnosis of microcephaly, intellectual
and developmental disabilities, and cerebral palsy. Tireyal cannot hear, see,
or speak and uses a wheelchair for mobility. Tireyal does make noises to
communicate and almost seems to be "singing" at times. He likes to rock in
his wheelchair and to suck on his fingers. He is very responsive to touch and
laughs when tickled. He attends school and receives special education
services. Currently, he lives in a specialized care center where all of his
medical and physical needs are met, but he would thrive in a family setting
that could give him the love and emotional support we all desire.

Amber, born August 1997, loves to read and play computer
games. She loves to eat at restaurants and has very good manners.
Fashion, shopping, make-up, and wearing high heels are also
interests of Amber. Amber has been diagnosed with intellectual and
developmental disabilities. She attends school and receives special
education services. She likes to put puzzles together and will work
on difficult ones, especially with encouragement. She will also help
clean, and is excited to learn to cook.

Amy, born June 2001, is a loving child who tries hard to please.
She loves to play with baby dolls and Barbies. She is creative, having
set up a special play area where she talks and pretends with dollies
for hours. She also likes playing outside: swinging, climbing and
running. She will dart here and there playing hide and seek. She also likes to play board games.
These sisters love being together and Amy just lights up whenever her sister is around. Amber &
Amy need love and guidance to help them into adulthood.

Endae, born September 2007, is a fun and energetic little boy. He
enjoys coloring and playing with his toys. Endae enjoys being around other
children. This child has serious medical and behavioral needs ; he will need
a family who can make a lifelong commitment. His body cannot regulate
his temperature or blood sugar as it does not produce cortisone. He is
frequently hospitalized and has to attend numerous medical
appointments. The perfect family for Endae would be a two-parent family
with someone having experience in the medical field. This family will need
to be structured but flexible and understanding of this child's many needs.
Endae is a very special child with special needs who deserves to have a
forever family.
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Connect With APAC
Southern Region
Montgomery Area

Mobile Area

500 Interstate Park

Suite 101

Mobile, AL 36609
2141 14th Avenue South Suite 508
Montgomery, AL 36109 P: 251.460.2727
Birmingham, AL 35205
F: 251.460.2729
P: 334.409.9477
P: 205.949.2722
F: 205.933.8152

F: 334.409.9474

TF:866.803.2722

TF: 866.944.1044

Huntsville Area

Wiregrass Area

P: 256.539.5828

P: 334.409.9477

F: 256.536.9497

F: 334.409.9474

TF: 888.539.5828

TF: 866.944.1044

twitter

572 Azalea Road,

twitter.com
/childrensaidorg

TF: 800.489.1886

APAC Adoption
Services Help Line

facebook

Central Office &
Northern Region
Birmingham Area

facebook.com
/childrensaid

866.803.2722

www.childrensaid.org/apac

